NEED VoIP? NO PROBLEM.

DSPatchNET — VoIP CAPABILITY / AVTEC RELIABILITY
Dispatching communications has never been easier. Instantly connect multiple phones,
radios, base station controllers, intercoms and more—just by touching the screen.
Whatever communications technologies you’re using, DSPatchNET seamlessly integrates
these applications into a single system.
At the forefront of dispatch console systems, DSPatchNET offers:
DISASTER RECOVERY

REDUNDANCY

Accidents, equipment failures, natural disasters and even human

Your operations can’t afford a moment of downtime. Your profits,

error can threaten to disrupt your organization. But with DSPatchNET,

or even lives, are at stake. The multilevel, automatic redundancies

you keep operating. Its flexible configurations allow you to adopt the

of DSPatchNET mean that even if a component fails, your system

business continuity strategy that’s right for your needs and your budget.

keeps operating.

INTEROPERABILIT Y

REMOTE MAINTENANCE

You need communications resources that can work together.

Demanding users, a tough environment and a lower maintenance

Avtec systems have provided a strong integration capability for over

budget add up to strained resources for your operation. DSPatchNET

25 years. Pick and choose the equipment you need; DSPatchNET

remote maintenance capabilities allow you to support systems from

allows you to integrate multiple interfaces, suppliers, devices and

anywhere, using a secure VPN connection. You can update screen

protocols seamlessly.

configurations, user passwords, phone numbers, audio levels and
more from the same location.

Whether you need a single site system or a multisite system spanning several cities,
DSPatchNET’s scalable architecture provides the perfect fit.
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For more than 25 years, Avtec has been a leader in mission critical communication dispatch systems.
We supply our products to many industries including railroads, airlines, utilities, public safety and defense.
Avtec provides reliable technology to meet our customers’ changing needs while allowing them to upgrade
easily—meeting new requirements while protecting their original investment.

To learn more about DSPatchNET, our other products
and our company, call us at

4335 Augusta Highway
Gilbert, SC 29054 USA
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www.avtecinc.com
sales@avtecinc.com

